2003 honda crv timing belt

An Instructable for the moderately experienced, mechanically inclined Honda owner that
doesn't want to donate a kidney just to keep his or her car on the road. These instructions are
not a guide for HOW to replace a head gasket and timing belt I put it on my laptop, and phone,
and even gave copies to the kids, who all have similar models. From what I gather, the Honda
"D17" engine is prone to an assortment of cooling problems that may, or may not, be related to
Head Gasket issues. I haven't seen any Honda-published Technical Resolutions for known
systematic issues related to the manufacturer-installed head gasket. If there is an issue, they're
keeping mum. In my case, the car was overheating 3 hours into a long highway drive in
relatively cool weather in easy driving conditions no towing, or AC, or refrigerator box on a roof
rack. Steam was coming out from under the hood after the temperature gauge climbed steadily.
Replacing the thermostat didn't do much as the problem returned shortly thereafter. I even took
the old thermostat, snipped out the center, and re-installed it, hoping that a clear coolant path
would solve things. It didn't. Despite the absence of any tell-tale white tailpipe smoke, or oil in
the coolant, I could detect a strong exhaust smell coming from the radiator refill. While I was at
it I figured it made good sense to do the timing belt, water pump, and belt tensioner, given the
number of miles on the car. Did I mention that getting the digital service manual was a good
idea? Most of the components are pretty straightforward to remove. Everything is accessible
with a 10mm, 12mm, and 14mm socket wrench. Many nuts and bolts will require a breaker bar. If
you've replaced alternators, thermostats, and other engine bay components, nothing here
should give you much trouble. However, the intake manifold was a PITA to remove. Rest
assured, pulling off the head will require complete removal of the intake manifold from the
engine bay. The center-bottom nut, located deep within a slot between two intake tubes, made
using a ratchet impossible. You'll have to use a simple wrench to get in there and rotate a few
degrees at a time, a few thousand times, to get that nut off. Let it drop for later retrieval.
Carefully pull the electrical harness from it's many sensors and carefully fold it out of your way.
There are two parts to the main harness. Disconnect from the harness, unbolt, and use careful
leverage to pull them out; they'll come out with some difficulty. Balance their removal so that
none are torqued to the breaking point. Once out, inspect the rubber gaskets and the injector
ports; carefully fold the fuel delivery system to the side and out of your way. Once the two bolts
and three nuts are removed, the intake manifold can be slid back, rotated slightly then up, lifted
a bit from the right, slid back some more to the left, rotated back slightly from the opposite
corner, lifted end up a smidge, then rotated left a little and back down while pushing up in one
smooth motion. Don't forget to disconnect the vacuum hoses under and behind, while doing all
this. Keep in mind that the "devious nut" will need to be re-installed at some point. Might as well
start thinking about that little problem; it'll be upon you soon enough. Carefully inspect the
factory-installed head gasket. It seemed to me that the gasketing material on top of the
cylinders looked pretty chewed up. Perhaps this was the source of my problems? It's not a
stretch to imagine exhaust gases blasting through the half-eaten gasketing and into the coolant
ports Removing the gasket from the head image 3 , however, indicates something interesting
Image 4 reveals the source of the oxidation: a damaged seal allowing the passage of cylinder
gases into the cooling ports, and subsequent suction of coolant past the same orifice. In other
words, a blown head gasket. Image 5 detail shows black gasket seal melted a wrinkled by hot
exhaust gases. It even appears that there is touch of rust near the cylinder wall. Now that the
head is off, taking care of the timing belt should be a non-issue, unless you did it recently. While
I was at it, I also replaced the alternator and power steering belts. The hardest part will be
removing the crankcase pulley. Expect at least ft-lbs of torque; more than enough to bust an
assortment of cheap tools. O'Reilly Auto Parts will rent you the Honda Pulley Tool that holds the
crankcase pulley in position while you yard on the bolt itself. Consider a tow to a garage that
can use an impact wrench to get that bolt off, if you can't rustle up the muscle to do it yourself.
The engine mount will also need to be completely removed; though getting it back in
inexplicably required the use of a hacksaw. When installing the new water pump, don't be shy
about using Gasket Sealer and pay no mind to nebulous theories of ignorant nay-sayers. Follow
the instruction manual to a tee when installing the new belt tensioner. Prior to installing your
new gasket, you'll want to scrape off the old gasket crap from both the head and the engine
block. Now is also a good time to check the surface of both the head and the block for
straightness; use a good, shop-quality steel rule. You may want to sacrifice a lamb to the gods
and smear it's blood on the gasket surfaces to assure a long and prosperous future I used it on
a much older '91 head gasket, and has yet to fail me. Place your new gasket on the block, then
place the head on top. Install your crankcase bolts as per usual and proceed to next step. Once
the water pump and tensioner are installed, it's time to begin thinking about finding TDC Top
Dead Center and aligning pistons and valves. Align the lower gear with the indicator arrow. It'll
be difficult to do, especially if your lighting is poor. I had to wipe a bunch of gunk off the

crankcase surface to find it, but it's there. Once aligned, slip the timing belt over the lower
timing belt gear and place the belt in a holding position Now align the valve gear with the edge
of the upper head surface, making sure the center spoke is "up". I used a steel rule to help
visualize alignment. Once aligned, slip the timing belt over the teeth and pull the pin on the
tensioner. The belt will tighten nicely without moving the the gears past their markers. I used
this technique, and after complete re-assembly, started the car on the first turn of the key.
Follow the service manual steps and you too will succeed! In repairing one set of problems, it's
likely that you may uncover another set of problems. In my case, a new head gasket and water
pump made it plain as day that my radiator needed replacement: the jackwagon who owned the
car previously thought that modifying the radiator spout to receive an incorrect cap was a better
idea than just getting the correct radiator cap to begin with! Be prepared for these new
discoveries! The radiator had to be replaced because when coolant got to the correct
temperature and pressurized the system, hot coolant would simply rise and try to flow out of the
plugged overflow tube. As a result, it would flow out past the imperfections of the upper lip of
the radiator spout and all over the engine bay, in effect turning my entire cooling system into a
one way valve: car gets hot, coolant leaves system, car gets hotter, more coolant leaves system
until cooling system redlines. The front bumper cover must be removed and the condenser coil
pulled forward so that the radiator can be pulled forward and out. The new radiator does NOT
come with a radiator cap, you'll have to find the proper cap. Refill with the blue Honda
antifreeze, despite the fact that it may not be necessary now that your new head gasket does
not have that cheesy plasticized surface. It's supposedly good for at least , miles and will not
degrade into a caustic sludge. Good Luck! PS: Corrections, useful comments, and helpful
advice are always welcome. Use no sealers, adhesives or other additives with these gaskets.
Been there, doing that right now, great instructions. Except not "un" fortunately nothing wrong
with your block - I call that fortunate! Also great comments, since I was considering removing
the head and intake manifold as a unit to better access the bottom 3 middle bolts. I'm a HS
science teacher and decades-experienced hobbyist mechanic; my college-age son's 05 EX SE
coupe had mystery coolant loss. No oil in coolant or vice versa, no white smoke, no bubbles in
radiator neck while revving, over-pressure radiator test stayed good, no coolant pushed into
cylinders Sometimes no coolant loss at all, sometimes drive for a day on the highway with no
overheat, sometimes not so lucky. Very inconsistent. Also it looks like the original head bolt
washers "squash" allowing head to flex under load, maybe the root cause. One thing: Harbor
Freight's extractor sockets worked like a dream on corroded exhaust manifold nuts - used a
10mm on what was supposed to be a 12 and an 11 on another, both came off no problem. Some
of their tools maybe sketchy, but the extractors are awesome, and better than Craftsman ones I
tried years ago. Since the car has k miles I ordered a reman head with new valve seals, lapped,
already planed, etc. I Found that you can leave the intake manifold on just make sure you take
the 3 bolts out that are underneath the intake manifold. You inspired me to replace the Timing
Belt, water pump, tensioner, seals. Done this twice already! Do you have the torque
specifications for this job? If you do please email them to me. At step 4. Take head and entire
intake with fuel rail off as one piece. Disconnect hoses and electric. There are three bolts 10 on
underside of intake canastir Two brackets. One has one nut. When done put it back togeather
and reinstall as one piece. So much easier. Great post, but thought everyone should know this
one. Reply 6 years ago on Introduction. That's a great tip! I wish I'd known this beforehand
because removing the fuel rail seriously risks damaging the seals. I also slightly oil the bolts to
take the stress of the tightening processes. I know dose not sound like a whole lot but I am
great at what I do. By Le Corbeau Follow. More by the author:. About: Trying to keep the things I
own from owning me. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! MilkM4 4 weeks
ago. Reply Upvote. EddyOfDespair 1 year ago. JesseB 1 year ago on Introduction. Mjtrinihobby
4 years ago. Mjtrinihobby 5 years ago on Step 4. FredB3 6 years ago on Introduction. I have a
Honda CRV with , miles. The book states to replace the timing belt and water pump. Is this
something that needs done? Easy there. Yes, this is something that needs to be done if you
want to prevent potential engine damage that will require very expensive repairs. Your engine is
of the interference design, which means that when the timing belt snaps, pistons and valves will
crash into each other, causingâ€¦ a lotâ€¦ of internal damage. In order to save on labor expenses
if the water pump is in need of replacement at a later date, it is cheaper in the long run to
replace the water pump at the same time. In addition to the timing belt and the water pump, you
need to replace the belt tensioner s at the same time. You have a 2. The 6-cylinder Honda engine
uses a timing belt and it was not available on your CR-V. Gosh, this seems like a really big error
in the manual! StevenMazzi , figure out whether you have a timing belt; if you do, absolutely get
it replaced. OP, are you outside the United States? If so then it is possible Honda offered the
CRV with another engine there that does use a timing belt. Check under the hood on the

emissions lable. Does it say something like L If so, no timing belt. Yes, you even have to ask?
Honda knows what they are doing. It appears that this engine in fact uses two timing chains.
Asked by Wiki User. I own a CR-V, 4 cyl. It has a timing chain. The '03 is out of the same series
so I would assume it also has a chain. But, to be sure, call a dealer's service department and
ask them. They'll know right away. There is no timing belt; the maintenance-free silent chain is
used instead. A timing belt. I think the 4cyl 2. Belt - replacement recommendation is , miles. If
you have a 2. The Honda Accord 4 cylinder uses a timing chain that requires no maintenance
and normally will last the life of the engine. The V6 does have a timing belt that must be
replaced every , miles. The Toyota RAV4 4cyl has a timing chain. If it is a 4cyl then no. It has an
upper and lower timing chain. If it is a 6cyl then yes. It has a timing belt, an idler, and a belt
tentioner that all should be replaced at the same time. Timing chains are more durable than
timing belts. Unless there is a problem timing chains never get replaced; timing belts need
replacing every 60, miles. The 2. Very easy to change. It depends on the engine. Nissan
Frontier's model years with a 4cyl motor utilizes two timing chains. One large chain and one
smaller chain. This allows the dual overhead cam to operate in sync with the crank shaft. The
4cyl had timing chains. Replace the timing belt every , miles. Yes, you will have internal engine
damage for sure. Bent valves, busted pistons, and cracked head are all possible. Yes, the
Honda Civic 1. V6 or 4cyl? The v6 lifters are hydraulic and not adjustable. The 4cyl. If you
change the timing belt, I would replace water pump as well. Unless it's not working I would not
replace it Much different blocks with much different dimensions. Ask Question. Toyota Sequoia.
Timing Belts and Chains. Ford Ranger XLT. Honda CR-V. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User
Answered Answer The Accord 4cyl has a timing chain. The V6 has a timing belt. Related
Questions. When to change timing belt on Honda Accord? Does a Honda Accord 4cyl have a
timing chain or a timing belt? Does a Honda Accord EX have a timing chain or a timing belt?
Does a Honda cr-v 4-cylinder have a timing chain or? Does a Toyota RAV4 4 cylinder have a
timing chain or a timing belt? Does the altima have a timing belt? Does a Honda Civic 4cyl have
a timing chain or a timing belt? What does a wix oil filter fit? Does the Toyota Camry le have a
timing belt or chain and when should it be replaced? Does the Nissan Frontier 4-cylinder have a
timing belt or chain? Does Toyota Camry solara sle v6 have timing belt or chain belt? Does the
Toyota 6 cylinder have a timing belt? What does Purolator oil filter L fit? How soon should you
change the timing belt in a Chrysler Sebring with a 4cyl? When do you change the timing belt
on Camry? Will you have to have a head job on your Honda Accord 2. Does a Cherokee Sport
have a timing belt or chain and how often should it be changed? Is there a car that hardly ever
blows a head gasket? What vehicles use the Bosch d oil filter? How do you adjust the lifters on
a Nissan Frontier? Will an oil pan gasket for a Mazda6 6cyl fit a Mazda6 4cyl? Trending
Questions Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a
sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the United States Postal
Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order?
Asked By Wiki User. How many times does 14 go into ? How many feet in 7 years? How many
3s in ? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become
associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying?
Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica
Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals
name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all
time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter.
Previously Viewed Does a Honda cr-v 4cyl have a timing chain or a timing belt? Unanswered
Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is
not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson
of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke?
Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material
on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except
with prior written permission of Multiply. Miscellaneous 0 comments. The following list will
provide you the information on whether your car engine is an interference engine or a
non-interference engine. The result is usually catastrophic engine failure. Not so with a
non-interference engine. It pays to know. The video below will also help you determine if your
car has a timing belt or chain. TDI 1. His high quality car buying tutorials offer help to the car
buying public. Your email address will not be published. Greg Macke is a car buying specialist,
author and consumer advocate working closely in the industry to improve the buyer's
experience. The same proven methods Greg uses when buying cars for his clients are available
to you at:. Interference Engines â€” Complete List Miscellaneous 0 comments. Submit a
Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Greg Macke â€” Your Car
Angel Greg Macke is a car buying specialist, author and consumer advocate working closely in

the industry to improve the buyer's experience. Blog Post Categories Select posts from
drop-downs below. Car Buying Tips. Car Maintenance. Car Selling Tips. Consumer Tips. Used
Car Reviews. Best Family Car. Some Honda engines are timing belt and others are chain. You
need to know which one you have. As a side note ALL Honda engines are interference engines.
There are no Honda engines that are non-interference. To know if your car has a timing chain or
belt watch the video where I explain how to quickly check. His high quality car buying tutorials
offer help to the car buying public. Your email address will not be published. Greg Macke is a
car buying specialist, author and consumer advocate working closely in the industry to improve
the buyer's experience. The same proven methods Greg uses when buying cars for his clients
are available to you at:. Submit a Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Greg Macke â€” Your Car Angel Greg Macke is a car buying specialist, author and
consumer advocate working closely in the industry to improve the buyer's experience. Blog
Post Categories Select posts from drop-downs below. Car Buying Tips. Is Kelly Blue Book
Accurate? Car Maintenance. Car Selling Tips. Consumer Tips. Used Car Reviews. Our mobile
mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile
mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. An engine
timing belt is a fiber reinforced, toothed drive belt manufactured using durable compounds
such as highly saturated nitrile. The timing belt allows the crankshaft to drive the camshafts in
the cylinder head at half the RPMs of the crankshaft. Engine designs vary, and thus the
replacement procedure will vary, but broadly, the procedure is as follows:. No, were a worn out
timing belt to snap while underway, perhaps on a highway, it creates a risk of complete loss of
engine power while surrounded by fast moving vehicles. Once your vehicle has reached the
recommended replacement mileage for the belt, you can eliminate the risk of sudden and
unexpected timing belt breakage by having it replaced. If your engine is of the interference type,
it is especially important to replace the belt according to the maintenance schedule because
sudden breakage of the timing belt, while the engine is running, will likely cause significant
damage to internal engine components such as the valves and pistons. Estimate price near me.
Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50
point safety inspection. See availability. Timing Belt Replacement Service What is a timing belt
and how does it work? Timing Belt. When to replace the timing belt? Every 60kk miles. If an
engine is equipped with a timing belt, the timing belt must be replaced at the service interval
specified by the vehicle manufacturer regardless of whether or not any problem is visible,
typically in the range of 60, to 90, miles. Engine stops abruptly or will not start. Occasionally,
timing belts can break, or skip, while the engine is running. Rough engine operation. The
molded, reinforced teeth on the timing belt engage gears on the crankshaft and camshafts. After
many tens of thousands of miles, the teeth can wear or break, or the belt can stretch, thus
causing the belt to jump position on the crankshaft or camshaft gears. Should the belt jump, the
engine will run poorly and perhaps not at all. Banging or clanking engine noise. On some
engines, if the timing belt has jumped, the pistons and valves can collide and there will be noise
and damage. These engine designs are referred to as interference engines. If your car has an
interference engine, replacing the timing belt according to the maintenance schedule will
minimize the chance that a belt failure will cause engine damage. How do mechanics replace the
timing belt? Engine designs vary, and thus the replacement procedure will vary, but broadly, the
procedure is as follows: Disconnect the battery ground cable. Once the engine is cold, set the
crankshaft to top dead center with the number one piston on the compression stroke. Remove
crankshaft pulley. Remove all accessories interfering with the removal of the timing belt covers.
Remove timing belt covers. Lock camshafts, as required, and note position of camshaft timing
marks. Remove timing belt tensioner and idler pulleys. Remove timing belt. If replacing the
water pump, do so at this time, and of course drain the cooling system first. If the engine
cooling system thermostat is only accessible with water pump replacement, the thermostat
should be replaced as well. Installation of the new timing belt includes all of the above steps,
performed in reverse, following strict guidelines to assure camshaft and crankshaft and
balancing shaft, if equipped are in perfect alignment after tensioner has been set. Upon
completion of the installation, the engine crankshaft is turned by hand degrees and the correct
position of the timing marks on t
saab 9 3 oil capacity
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he crankshaft and the camshafts is confirmed. The vehicle is road tested to confirm normal
operation and a service sticker is affixed to the engine noting the date of belt replacement and
the vehicle mileage. Is it safe to drive with a timing belt problem? When replacing the timing belt

keep in mind: An interference engine should be carefully inspected before a broken timing belt
is replaced because it may have sustained damage that will have to be repaired prior to
installing a new belt. The timing belt system includes idler pulleys and a belt tensioner. These
components should be replaced along with the belt. Mechanics will usually recommend
replacing the water pump at the same time that the timing belt is replaced. Yourmechanic was
featured in. Popular Honda Jobs. Auto service in Your City. BMW 3. Meet some of our expert
Honda mechanics Real customer reviews from Honda owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating
Summary. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Timing Belt Replacement.

